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Sweeping change
VER the past 10
years, Cyprus’ telecommunications
sector has seen
much change in its make
up both in terms of how it is
adapting to the now liberalised market and how it is reacting to evolving technologies, services and changing
consumer demands.
To start with, the most obvious change in what consumers are doing lies in how
needs are beginning to be
less dependent on telephony – though still an integral
part of everyday life – with
a corresponding growing
importance and reliance on

O

FIXED TELEPHONY

A liberalised market and evolving
technologies mean lifestyles have been
changed by telecommunications over
the last ten years reports Andria Kades
broadband internet access
for the same needs.
Free applications such as
Skype, Viber, Facebook and
Whatsapp that allow people
to connect with others in
the same way a phone line

could – sometimes even better with the use of a camera
– mean the public relies less
on ﬁxed telephony.
Figures published by the
telecommunications regulatory authority (OCECPR) in
March 2017 showed that in
the second half of 2016 there
was a two per cent drop in

the number of ﬁxed line connections compared to 2015
while simultaneously an increase in broadband telephony and naked DSL.
While in the last quarter of
2015 PSTN (Public Switched
Telephone Network, that allows telephones to connect
with each other) connections were almost 230,000 in

USER PREFERENCE

the same period a year later
they had dropped to 207,780.
Meanwhile naked DSL
connections (internet without a phone line), which
were at around 17,500 in the
last quarter of 2015, jumped
to over 24,000 for same period.
Chief commercial ofﬁcer
for Cablenet, Periklis Theodorides said that he could
see telecommunication and
entertainment services such
as Netﬂix continue in the
future but that they view
them as complementary
and not competition.
Focus then is given to offering consumers much better internet. “Other providers stop at 50 megabits. We
start at 50,” he told the Cyprus Mail.

“Cablenet’s
subscribers
have access to super-high
speeds and of high quality services, for unlimited
downloads from the Inter-
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A reliable network with island-wide coverage,
on the cutting edge of technology
By constantly embracing and implementing new technologies in communications, Cyta remains the
leader in the Cyprus market, offering its customers the best and most reliable solutions.
Investing to make Cyprus a Telecoms
Hub in the area

to allow customers to communicate without contracts
and commitments. Also, prepaid service customers are
rewarded through the soeasy Rewards plan.

d¿¿5C@¿ K?GJ¿ QCPTGACQ ¿ NPMTGBGLE¿ DPCC¿ CK?GJQ ¿ NPMRCARGML¿
from viruses and spam messages, as well as a mailbox
back-up facility

Interactive Digital TV

Through its new Fiber-to-the-Home network to be
launched very soon, Cyta will be in position to offer
maximized connection speeds on the Internet.

Cyta is the dominant telecommunications provider
in Cyprus and its product portfolio covers the whole
spectrum of electronic communications, ranging
from fixed and mobile telephony to internet service
provision and broadband applications.

Cytavision offers the most comprehensive Pay-TV
packages in the Cypriot market.

Over the course of half a century, Cyta has succeeded in
making Cyprus a regional telecommunications hub and,
thanks to its firm commitment to quality, has earned the
trust and confidence of its customers.

The platform channels, both sports and thematic, are
constantly enriched and upgraded to offer subscribers
the broadest and most diverse TV content and sports
broadcast packages in the Cypriot market.

Making the best of the island’s geographical location,
Cyta has developed an extensive submarine fibre optic
cable network linking Cyprus with neighboring countries
such as Greece, Israel, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt and, by
extension, with the rest of the world. At the same time,
Cyta has also developed an equally impressive satellite
earth station infrastructure.

Whilst further broadening and improving the 3G
network, Cyta is expanding its 4G network as well, based
on LTE technology, targeting high level services for its
customers. The rapidly-expanding 4G network already
covers the urban centres of Nicosia, Limassol, Larnaca and
Paphos, as well as Famagusta’s tourist area, while expanding
nationally through the addition of new base stations.

Mobile telephony

Fixed Telephony

Cyta’s RED plans constitute the most comprehensive
solution in terms of Contract Plans, as they include
unlimited calls and SMS as well as loads of MB for
Mobile Internet. With the RED plans, customers can
choose from a large range of smartphones, even without
upfront cost. In addition, RED plans are constantly
enhanced by innovative applications and services like the
personalCloud app for safely backing up your contacts,
photos and videos,as well as the liveSports app which
offers game highlights from the Cyprus Championship
and other Leagues. Furthermore, the selfCare app allows
customers full control of their accounts, at any given moment.

With an eye to further developing fixed telephony
services, consumers are in the process of being
successfully transferred to broadband (BBT) telephony
services. Featuring additional communication options,
BB Telephony allows customers to enjoy the benefits of
new technology: video and voice calls via any computer,
free supplementary telephony services and the option to
adjust and manage each service electronically.

Cyta owns a broad, technologically-advanced and reliable
mobile telephony network. Geographically covering
99,5% of the Republic, with population coverage
exceeding 99%, it is well-positioned to offer high-quality
communication.

In 2017, Cyta has successfully launched the RED Family
plans, which address families as a whole and offer a
joined cost-saving scheme, on a fixed monthly cost.
Meanwhile, the prepaid soeasy service draws on a large
range of plans, such as soeasy Plus and soeasy Freebies,

Cyta provides companies with integrated, innovative,
electronic solutions adapted to their needs that will
improve their efficiency and competitiveness in the
market.
The future of international telecommunication markets
will be defined by quality, reliability and innovation of
offered services.

On August 1, 2016, Cytavision went on to upgrade its
content packages to reflect international trends and
to better accommodate customer needs. The three
improved packages – Value Pack, Variety Pack and
Super Pack – offer a variety of options in terms of
content and cost of usage, so as to meet the demands
of the broadest possible spectrum of subscribers, always
based on Cytavision’s value-for-money advantage and its
tried-and-tested reliability. In 2017, Cytavision launched
the Cytavision on the Go service. Super Pack subscribers
can watch free live Cyta Championship matches, on their
mobile phone or tablet, and on two devices at the same
time. The service is available through the CytamobileVodafone liveSports app at the App Store and Play Store
for iOS and Android devices, respectively.

Investing in a reliable network

Business customer solutions

Internet
With over 100Gbps of global Internet capacity (the
largest in Cyprus), Cyta has elevated its Cytanet network
to one of the best in the Eastern Mediterranean region.
Cytanet offers a comprehensive and competitive
portfolio of products/services which include:
d¿ PM?B@?LB¿?AACQQ¿RM¿RFC¿'LRCPLCR
d¿¿5GPCJCQQ¿?AACQQ¿RM¿RFC¿'LRCPLCR¿!WR?LCR¿5GPCJCQQ¿8MLC¿
service), featuring an extensive Wi-Fi network with
over 170 hotspots across Cyprus, which is constantly
upgraded to support new Wi-Fi hotspots.
d¿¿1?DC¿ QSPDGLE¿ QCPTGACQ ¿ DMP¿ CV?KNJC¿ RFC¿ 1?DC¿ 'LRCPLCR¿
service offered without charge to consumers and
schools
d¿¿*GTC¿1RPC?KGLE¿QCPTGACQ¿DMP¿PC?JRGKC¿?AACQQ¿RM¿@PM?BA?QRQ¿
of football games to which Cytavision has obtained
transmission rights

Cyta focuses on the overall needs of each business, taking
into account their size and area of activity and uses its
customer-centric philosophy to provide only the best to
its customers. We provide the most reliable, high tech
value-for-money solutions and thus remain the number
one choice of telco for businesses operating in Cyprus.
Service excellence and network excellence are the two
pillars that allow Cyta to gain the trust of the business
world and support it in growing in a secure, flexible and
financially beneficial way.
Cyta is focusing in optimizing all activities and methods
reducing cost, increasing productivity, enhancing our
competitiveness and creating alternative revenue streams
by investing in innovation:
d¿¿'LRPMBSAGLE¿LCU¿RCAFLMJMEGCQ¿?LB¿LCRUMPIQ ¿RFC¿KMQR¿
important one being the Fiber to the premises project.
d¿¿#VN?LBGLE¿ ?LB¿ SNEP?BGLE¿ RFC¿ KM@GJC¿ LCRUMPI¿ DMP¿ ?L¿
even better mobile internet experience.
d¿¿-DDCPGLE¿ LCU¿ QCPTGACQ¿ RF?R¿ DMASQ¿ ML¿ LCRUMPI¿ QCASPGRW¿
and protection.
d¿¿-DDCPGLE¿ LCU¿ ?LB¿ AMKNPCFCLQGTC¿ QMJSRGMLQ¿ UFGAF¿
combine fixed telephony, Internet and mobile
telephony, as well as Cloud Services and applications.
d¿¿3NEP?BGLE¿ ?LB¿ CVN?LBGLE¿ CVGQRGLE¿ NPMBSARQ¿ ?LB¿
solutions.
d¿¿3NEP?BGLE¿?LB¿CVN?LBGLE¿MSP¿ASQRMKCP¿QCPTGAC¿AF?LLCJQ
Cyta shall continue being at the forefront of innovation
and development, offering reliability, service innovation
and excellence to its customers. The technical knowledge
and expertise together with our highly specialized
personnel, and the optimal use of technological tools will
continue to lead the strive for excellence.

www.cyta.com.cy
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Flexible services for home
and businesses of all sizes
The Fastest Network!

C

ABLENET is the only
completely independent telecommunications
provider in Cyprus with
its own network, new generation infrastructure, specialized
workforce and a fully integrated support system, offering
home services and catering for
the needs of all levels of business customers.
Cablenet provides its broadband services using DOCSIS
3.0 (Data Over Cable Service
Interface Speciﬁcation) technology, which is the latest fully
certiﬁed version of the technology. DOCSIS 3.0 technology
can reach download speeds of
up to 800 Mbps. Broadband
connection speeds are provided uniformly across all of
the geographical coverage of
Cablenet’s HFC cable network,
regardless of distance from the
nearest cable node. Apart from
broadband Internet access, the
network also provides digital
TV and ﬁxed telephony. The
cable connection provides the
fastest #ﬁberpower speeds on
the island and a stable and reliable connection. When it comes
to residential customers, Cablenet’s broadband Internet is
the fastest available compared
to any other commercially
available service.
Cablenet’s packages for
homes include Single Play
(internet only or television
only), Double Play (internet
and television) and Triple
Play (internet, television and
telephony). Unlimited and continuous access to the internet
is possible without the need
of a telephone line. Cablenet
pioneers in broadband connectivity and offers the fastest
communication in Cyprus with
#ﬁberpower superfast internet

speeds that start from 50Mbps
and go up to 150Mbps.
Prices start at €29.90 per
month for the Internet 50M
single play product with a
download speed of up to
50Mbps and an upload speed of
up to 3Mbps.
The 2play Start 50M package is available at €34.90 per
month, has Internet access
with a download speed of up to
50Mbps and an upload speed of
up to 5Mbps. It includes cable
Start TV with 49 channels, 10
of which are in true high deﬁnition (HD) and a TV decoder for
the ﬁrst viewing point. CatchUp TV & Cableview on Demand are also available.
For €36.40 per month, subscribers have the option of the
3play Start 50M with same
features as the 2play Start 50M
but with the addition of a telephone line. Customers have the
option of either keeping their
existing telephone number
through number portability or
choosing a new number. Calls
between Cablenet subscribers
are free.
The 3play Family 100M package is offered at €59.90 per
month and includes Internet
speeds of up to 100 Mbps for
downloading and 6Mbps for
uploading, cable Family TV

with 71 channels, 25 of which
are in true high deﬁnition
and a TV decoder for the ﬁrst
viewing point. Catch-Up TV &
Cableview on Demand are also

Cablenet’s immediate target is to upgrade
the cable network to give them the capability
to offer individual connection speeds
that can reach 1Gbps

available.
The same applies for the deal
with the fastest connection,
that is the 3play Premium
150M, which includes superfast Internet speeds of up to
150Mbps for downloading and
8Mbps for uploading, at €99.90
monthly. This package further
includes cable Premium TV
with 88 channels, 41 of which
are in true high deﬁnition
and a TV decoder for the ﬁrst
viewing point. Catch-Up TV &
Cableview on Demand are also
available.
With a 24-month contract,
2 months are offered free of
charge.

Cablenet Business
For businesses, Cablenet
Business offers cable broadband internet connections with
#ﬁberpower superfast speeds
of up to 200Mbps download
and 20Mbps upload, offering
unlimited trafﬁc, cost effective
pricing and premium technical support. A true Value For
Money for any size of business.
Apart from the superfast
Business Internet services,
they support complete solutions for ofﬁce connectivity
both locally and internationally, Data Center and Cloud
services and ﬁxed telephony
services with reduced rates.

Cablenet further
developments
Their immediate target is to
extend their network coverage
and at the same time to upgrade the cable network to the
next protocol for data delivery

over cable, DOCSIS 3.1. This
will give them the capability
to offer individual connection
speeds that can reach 1Gbps.
Also, increasingly, ﬁxed line
networks are migrating to allﬁbre designs. This is something
the company is pursuing too by
constantly evaluating the types
of network that it rolls out into
green ﬁeld areas and by improving the existing network
into deeper ﬁbre architectures
in brown ﬁeld areas.
In addition, they are investing
heavily in automatic proactive
protection to the network to
mitigate any DDoS and other
network integrity incidents.
The provider will be augmenting further to the proactive
protection systems already in
place to protect both their own
and their subscribers’ network.
A serious investment into
software development for the
company’s internal system
requirements is part of the
ongoing improvement.
A system to be able to offer
mobile services has been ﬁnalised both from the commercial
and the technical standpoint
and the company is going to release these services to consumers very soon.
The existing retail customer
base will ﬁrst have the opportunity to enjoy excellent valuefor-money services resulting in
signiﬁcant savings as part of
new 4-play packages. At a later
stage there will also be developing scalable / ﬂexible mobile
services for the business sector.
Cablenet currently operates
ﬁve stores in the three major
cities, two in Nicosia, two in
Limassol and one in Larnaca.
The provider employs 250 people in all regions in Cyprus.
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High Definition TV, reliable
internet wherever you are
You think you are out of coverage?
Yet you are not! The best Cinema
in your Home wherever you are!
Great premieres that you do not
want to miss, popular series you
will solve, tributes to love, rituals
to be discussed!

N

OVA Cyprus offers consumers across Cyprus the
best family entertainment
TV programme with High
Deﬁnition quality for both picture
and sound.
No matter where you are, in
whatever corner of the island, no
matter how remotely, sound and
picture quality will be crisp and
perfect as transmission is via satellite at 1080i while all channels are
16:9. If linked to a home cinema,
digital sound is at 5.1.
Over 250 channels are available
with an array of the best international programmes (including movies, series, sports, news,
music, documentary, children’s
and general entertainment chan-

nels), all offered in their original
soundtrack. Subscribers can also
enjoy local channels connecting
the terrestrial antenna to the decoder, and manage all channels
from the same remote control.
Four Novacinema movie channels showcase all the major Hol-

lywood blockbuster movies as well
as America’s hottest TV series
(Game of Thrones, Gotham, The
Halcyon etc) most of them showing simultaneously with the USA.
Novalife (entertainment channel)
as well as FOX & FOX Life channels make the movie/series section
complete. Additionally, 10 sports
channels including ﬁve Novasports
channels include the Europeanwide top-tier level professional
basketball club competition: The
Euroleague, Basket Champions
League, the highest Greek professional football: Superleague, the
Portuguese top football division:
Primeira Liga and France’s Primary Football Competition:Ligue1.
Other channels of Eurosport, Eurosport2, Fox Sports HD and Motorsports.tv features sports like
track and ﬁeld, motor racing, tennis, snooker, NFL, NHL, MLB and
NCAA.
The high deﬁnition decoder as
well as satellite equipment is provided by Nova Cyprus for free. The
subscriber incurs only the installation charges. The monthly subscription fee is €22.04 per month.
Nova Cyprus has always being
ahead in technology and an innovator in the Pay TV market. Seeking to always offer a new experience as well as value for money,
a range of additional beneﬁts are
also offered to its subscribers:
NovaGo: The magic of Nova Cyprus wherever you are! Your favourite TV with you wherever you
are any time you wish and with no
additional charge! Introduced in
Cyprus a year ago, Nova Cyprus
subscribers have the advantage to
view their favourite programmes
on their smartphone or tablet

(iOS & Android). 17 LIVE channels (Novacinema1HD, Novacinema2HD, Novalife, Foxlife, FOX,
E! Entertainment, Eurosport1,
Boomerang, Nickelodeon, Disney
Channel, Disney XD, National
Geographic HD, History Channel, Travel Channel, Mad Greekz,
Euronews, Epsilon and the seasonal Nova Summer Channel) are
available wherever you are. Some
channels also offer 7 day catch
up TV. Additionally, a vast library
of on demand content showcasing the latest movies, series and
documentaries is made available
immediately after their TV airing.
All that is needed is an internet
connection (irrespective of the
vendor). The content of NovaGo
is constantly being upgraded and
improved and new LIVE channels
and features are added.
Nova Exohiko (holiday home):
Free TV…on Vacation! Watch your
favourite TV content in your main
residence or at your holiday home
with no additional charge to the
monthly subscription! Without
having to transfer any equipment
and through a very simple procedure switch the viewing between
the main residence to the holiday
home and vice versa
Multiview: With an extra subscription fee of €7.50 the subscriber has the option to watch two different channels on two different
TV sets in the same household.
Adult channels: Available 24
hours a day with an additional
€4.99/ month featuring the best
and latest productions. Parental
control is available.
Last but not least an extremely
user friendly interface allows the
subscribers to easily manage their

TV entertainment. By plugging
an external hard drive on the decoder, you are able to record your
favourite movies, programmes and
shows and create your very own
movie library. Pause, play, rewind
and forward of a live programme
is also availble. The Series Linking service allows subscribers to
record all episodes of their favourite series simply with the push of a
button. Also through the Electronic Program Guide you know what
is showing and when for the next
seven days, you can create your
own channel bouquet with your
favourite channels, set reminders
and many other features making
the experience second to none!

You think you are out of coverage?
Yet you are not! Quality and reliable
internet in your home, wherever you
are!
With the success of its satellite
TV, Nova Cyprus recently launched
satellite internet. NovaSAT20 offers quality and reliable satellite
internet across Cyprus, wherever
you are, up to 20 Mbps download
speed and upload speeds up to
6Mbps. Available for only €29.99
per month. For subscribers who
wish to bundle internet with TV,
nova2playSAT is offered at the
special price of only €45.99/month.
All the satellite equipment is
given free of charge, the subscriber
only incurs the cost of installation.
Nova Cyprus: High Quality TV &
Internet, wherever you are in Cyprus! For more information call
2200 2200 or visit http://www.novacyprus.com
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Sweeping change seen
over last 10 years as
more turn to internet
continued from page 17
-net, resulting in excellent
user experience when using
such services. “
The change inadvertently
also affects local cable TV
providers such as Cablenet,
Cyta, Nova, MTN and PrimeTel when ﬁlms and series are
available online.
Director at Cyprus’ regulatory authority Neophytos Papadopoulos concedes this is the
current trend and how this is
likely to affect how consumers purchase services in the
future.
Currently, purchasing packages from providers for a combination of services such as a
phone line, TV and internet is
something that has been observed in the local market.
“For the future however, the
trends are slowly indicating
bundles will be abandoned
and move towards singular
services. Consumers may just
need internet,” Papadopoulos
said.
While the fact that the public now has options to choose
from is a positive step since
the market was liberalised in
2003 Cypriot consumers have
been marked by a lot of inertia, Papadopoulos said.
The regulator aims to make
information of what the market has to offer available on
their own website. “We have a
tool where the consumer can

insert what they might need,
speed of internet, TV, etc, and
they ﬁnd which provider offers
something closest to their requirements.”
Additionally, today, consumers can easily ﬁnd the
different offers on all the
providers’ websites. Yet despite this, many continue to
remain with the company
they’re used to, Papadopoulos said although change is
starting to be seen.
In combination with the ﬁnancial crisis that hit the island in 2013 making people
pay attention to how much
they spent and where, along
with a population of young
people that is keen to explore
different options and can easily compare different offers
available online, this trend
too is changing and Papadopoulos notices less hesitancy
– particularly from younger
generations – to change provider.
One of the aims is making
the change from one provider to another easier. “Rather
than it take 20 days, we’d like
to make it happen in three
days or a week.”
Nevertheless, what the competition has managed to do is
bring about better quality and
more originality in the services on offer, Papadopoulos
said.
“If there wasn’t enough com-

petition then you wouldn’t see
that many people with the iPhone7. It’s because there’s attractive enough offers for it.”
Theodorides however ﬁnds
competition has, in a way decreased. The main players in
the market have, for years,
been Cyta, Cablenet, PrimeTel and MTN, he said.
Smaller new companies that
come to the fray simply buy
services from the four companies so essentially, this doesn’t
hinder the main competitors’
business – rather, it helps it.
When the smaller companies close, it is not unusual for
them to sell their operations
to the bigger companies, he
said.
Cyta continues to be the
dominant player in the market, holding 59 per cent of
users for broadband access
in the last quarter of 2016, followed by Cablenet at 20.9 per
cent, PrimeTel at 15.4 per cent
and MTN at 4.7 per cent
However, the trend is largely
different when it comes to
new customers. PrimeTel and
MTN have a share of 32 per
cent each in attracting new
subscribers, followed by Cablenet with 27 per cent and
Cyta with the lowest, at eight
per cent.
It is also important to note
the sharing that takes place
within the market. PrimeTel,
for instance, uses MTN’s

mobile network and Cyta’s
broadband network.
Cablenet, on the other hand,
is the only independent provider with its own cables,
stretching to around 60 per
cent of the island.
While Papadopoulos acknowledges more dexterity
and availability of broadband
services in the market the island still ranks 22nd out of
28 EU member states in the
Digital Economy and Society
Index (DESI).
In the latest study by the
EU commission on retail
broadband access prices, the
report, dated February 2015,
said “looking more closely at
the level of broadband prices
in Cyprus, it can be concluded
that the cheapest offers are
generally much more expensive than in the EU on average”.
Papadopoulos
however
chooses to focus on data in
the report that says triple
play offers in the 30-100 Mbps
speed category are an exception, where “broadband prices have constantly decreased
over the last four years. In total, prices of these offers have
decreased by 42 per cent between 2012 and 2015.”
The reason prices are high
is due to the incredibly high
supply on the island offering
100 per cent coverage with a
small population where ac-

cording to Papadopoulos,
there is a 75 per cent ceiling as
to how many they believe they
will use this internet supply.
“At the moment, about 72
per cent is using it.”
Additionally, it is important
to look at the culture surrounding every country. “In
Sweden where for six months
it’s dark for about 15 hours
a day, people need infotainment, something to kill time,”
a characteristic not applicable
to Cyprus’ climate.
Northern countries also have
brilliant electronic services as
opposed to southern states.
“The state in itself doesn’t offer the digital service it could
(in Cyprus)” and this begs the
question on how the island
could get investment in its
telecommunication networks

when according to Papadopoulos, the quality of internet
usage isn’t even that high.
“Our market suffers from a
lack of digital capabilities. It is
only developed for uses such
as Skype, Viber and Facebook,” he said whereas there
should be more use of online
services whether they were
banking or state services for
instance.
A more apt use of the internet would also increase quality of people creating and
downloading more applications, he added.
Nevertheless, looking to the
future, Theodorides said we
are likely to see greater use of
mobile data, 5G, using optical
ﬁbre cable for home use instead of copper, multi-screen
TVs and IP TVs.

Cloud technology gaining traction in Cyprus
By Andria Kades
THERE’S a lot of things up in the
air with technology – literally.
Cloud may be a term you’ve
heard of in a context other than
the sky. Largely popular as a form
of storage, allowing people to save
their work in a ‘cloud’ somewhere
on the internet thus saving them
storage on their device, cloud telephony is beginning to gain some
traction in Cyprus.
It is a relatively new service
which allows users to operate
their telephone communications
over an internet connection as opposed to a local PBX – the system
currently used in a business with
cables and ethernet ports.
Use of cloud telephony scraps
the need for a server or technical
support staff as the data centre
itself is in the cloud offered by the
provider of your choice.
“It allows you to create a virtual
‘telephony service’ that responds
to the speciﬁc needs of your
business and includes ﬁxed and
mobile telephony, fax, email and
voice-mail,” communication and
PR senior manager at MTN Marlen Michael told the Cyprus Mail.
“There are no longer those spaghetti incidents with wires everywhere,” chief commercial ofﬁcer
of Cablenet Periklis Theodorides
said.
In Cyprus, Cablenet, Cyta and
MTN offer cloud telephony
services and according to Theodorides, they are primarily used
by small to medium sized businesses. “Companies with ﬁve or
10 employees want to go to the
next level. They are all about pro-

ductivity and mobility.”
Using cloud telephony means
users can receive their calls on
a desk phone, a mobile, tablet
or desktop device at any time
provided they have internet connection.
According to Michael however
this may be a matter of concern
for some consumers as they
may not be keen on having their
telephone service rely on internet
access – without a decent connec-

tion, they won’t be able to speak
on the phone.
With the mainstream use of 3G
and 4G however, there hardly
goes a minute when someone isn’t
available to access the internet,
Theodorides points out.
One of the main advantages to
using a cloud service over standard ﬁxed phone linea is the lack
of dependence on power – if there
is an outage you can continue to
speak on the phone – and far less

need for support staff, he added.
Meanwhile, any software
updates and new features are
installed for free as part of the
service without any extra costs,
Michael said.
Hence, cloud telephony is more
popular in companies offering services, that can make the
transition from one to the other,
Theodorides said.
Where costs are concerned,
the cheaper prices are hailed as

one of the biggest advantages to
transferring from one service to
another.
The initial costs are also cheaper, Theodorides said, scrapping
the need to pay for instance
€2,000 for a server.
As far as the rates are concerned, Cablenet offers the service through partners who are the
deciding factors on prices who
“ensure they are competitive,” he
added.
Larger companies may feel uncomfortable relinquishing control
to the provider and many times,
particularly abroad where cloud
services are more popular, opt
for a hybrid approach using both
however smaller companies feel
relieved in that they don’t have to
worry about setting anything up
or maintaining anything.
It is all in the hands of the provider to do.
Additionally, if a company closes
down after ﬁve months of operation, it is far simpler to wrap
things up and put an end to them
when working with cloud telephony, Theodorides said.
However, something holding
back Cypriot society is a concern
for security. It’s not something
that has become popular on the
island and there is always the
reservation of leaping into the
unknown.
“It is a matter of time though
until this mindset is overcome.
It’s until people adapt to it.”
MTN too, found that when the
service was ﬁrst offered in 2014,
it needed some time “but after
the ﬁrst few months, the service
showed continuous growth,” Michael said.

